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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes FreeViewer, a 3D Tele-Immersion view-
control system that allows viewers to see arbitrary side of
the performer by intelligently choosing the streams of a sub-
set of cameras and changing the point of view in a 3D vir-
tual space. The view changing is actuated by the change of
the sensor data from wearable devices (eg. Google Glass,
smartphone) on the performer able to monitor the current
orientation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.7 [COMPUTERS IN OTHER SYSTEMS]: Real time
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1. INTRODUCTION
3D Tele-immersion (3DTI) system enables remote users

to view the local scene and even to interact with local users
in a virtual 3D space, which has promoted lots of potential
applications such as remote therapy [1]. In general, a 3DTI
system consists of several sites distributed at different phys-
ical locations. All the sites transmit the 3D data captured
by multiple 3D cameras over either a dedicated network or
a shared network such as Internet. After each site gathers
the data from all the other sites, it renders everything in a
common virtual space in a real-time manner.

In a traditional 2D live video streaming system, the in-
teractivity of end users, choosing a specified viewpoint, has
been crippled by the fact that they can only choose to see
the physical scene captured by a physical camera, but not
between two physical cameras. However, through depth esti-
mation and interpolation among multiple 3D video streams
captured from different angles, the 3DTI system makes it
possible rendering a 3D space where the viewers can view
physical scene from arbitrary viewpoint as if there existed
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Figure 1: The bird view of FreeViewer deployment

a virtual camera capturing at that viewpoint with the same
view angle.

One possible solution to realize free viewpoint (FV) view-
ing of a physical scene is to create a complete 3D model by
aggregating the 3D streams from the cameras all of which
can cover 360 degree view. The viewing user is then able
to choose arbitrary viewpoint to see any side of this com-
plete 3D model. However, creation and delivery of such
a complete 3D object makes bandwidth and computation
requirements inevitably high. Hence, we need to look for
alternative solutions for FV viewing to decrease the compu-
tational and networking requirements. For example, in the
3DTI system, the back side of the model, which is invisible
to the viewer, is redundant. The computation related to the
data of the back could be avoided to reduce latency.

In this paper, to tackle the FV viewing problem, we pro-
pose FreeViewer, a 3DTI view-control system at the physical
scene that supports free viewpoint with low requirements on
computation power and bandwidth and is suitable to assist
the real-time peer-to-peer 3D content distribution among
large scale viewers. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the
deployment of FreeViewer. There are 4 3D cameras deployed
in the area with the same angular difference and the same
distance from the center of the capturing area. A performer
stays in the capturing area with a varying orientation. The
objective of FreeViewer is no matter which direction the



performer is facing, it always renders the scene of the per-
former’s front side as if there was a virtual camera facing
the performer.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
This section gives an overview of the FreeViewer system

architecture (Figure 2) including several important func-
tional services.

2.1 3D View Tracking Service
3D View Tracking is an advanced service that performs

cooperation between wearable device and orientation moni-
toring module to capture user’s head direction. Traditional
user interaction solutions for 3DTI systems are often naive
and simply relying on standard iuput devices(mouse, key-
board) to control visual devices and receive visual feedback.
We present a user interaction solution based on wearable
devices. That is, we use Google Glass as the input interac-
tion device to enable tracking the rotational movement of
the user’s head. The tracking service allows users to inter-
act with the system in a natural way without any additional
manual operation such as “press some keys” or “drag the
mouse”. We choose Google Glass because of its portability
and easiness to estimate the facing orientation.

The orientation monitoring module also maintains a con-
nection with the Google Glass to receive the sensor data and
then feeds them to capturing service and rendering service.

2.2 Capturing Service
As previously stated, in a 3D virtual space at a specified

viewpoint, a viewer can only see one side of an object which
can be covered by at most two 3D cameras. This means in
order to render the scene from any viewpoint at any time,
our system only needs the streams from two cameras. Given
the orientation returned by the Google Glass, the capturing
service decides the streams from which cameras to acquire
according to the known physical deployment of the cameras.
Then this service synchronizes the color and depth streams
from both of the cameras chosen and sends the frames to
the processing service to create a partial 3D model.

In fact, it not only reduces the bandwidth consumption of
the network resources but also practically relieves the inter-
ference effect [2] between different 3D cameras (e.g., Kinect).

2.3 3D Point Cloud Processing Service
The 3D cloud point processing service aims to use the

color stream and the depth streams from the 3D cameras
to generate two 3D model (Point Clouds [3]) and to merge
them in to a complete model so that the intersecting areas
between them could overlap perfectly. The problem of such
consistent alignment is known as registration.

However, the most famous registration algorithm, the it-
erative closest point algorithm, is too slow to support real-
time processing. Fortunately, in our deployment, we already
know the physical positions and orientations of all cameras
around the captured physical scene because the cameras are
fixed prior to filming and the capturing of actions in front of
the cameras. Thus, we adopt the pre-configuration and cal-
ibration technique to obtain the coordinates-transformation
relationship between a main camera and the other cameras.
Then after the system starts to run, the processing service
transforms all 3D point clouds from the original cameras’ co-
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Figure 2: FreeViewer Architecture

ordinate system to the coordinate system of the main cam-
era, which aligns them properly.

Finally, this service delivers the merged point cloud, which
is also a partial 3D model, to the rendering service.

2.4 Rendering Service
The rendering service takes two inputs, the performer’s

current orientation, coming from the 3D view-tracking ser-
vice, and the correspondent partial 3D model in terms of
merged point cloud. Based on the user’s orientation and the
geometric relationship between the deployed cameras, the
rendering service calculates the virtual camera’s viewpoint
and view angle. Then it uses standard OpenGL API to
render the synthesized scene on the display device. Also, in
order to provide truly immersive visual feedback, the display
device can also be a head-mounted display or even another
Google Glass with OpenGL ES support.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The presented demo shows the attractiveness of the Free-

Viewer system in terms of view-changing capabilities for a
user via her wearable device such as the Google Glass in
multi-camera immersive environment. The view-tracking
technique is based on the sensor data from wearable devices.
Compared to complete 3D model reconstruction, FreeViewer
can achieve the same FV viewing and the same 3D video
quality with less computation and network bandwidth, which
is highly favorable under resource-limited scenarios.
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